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Description 

The  present  invention  relates  to  a  driving  circuit  for  driving  brushless  DC  motors. 
In  recent  years,  brushless  DC  motors  which  have  their  excited  armature  phases  switched  in  turn  by 

5  semi-conductor  devices  (such  as  transistors)  according  to  signals  from  rotor  position  detectors  (such  as 
Hall  effect  devices)  have  been  used  in  audio  and  video  equipment.  Usually,  a  brushless  DC  motor  needs 
one  rotor  position  detector  and  one  armature  excitation  control  circuit  for  exciting  each  phase.  Accordingly, 
as  the  number  of  the  phases  of  the  motor  increases,  complexity  of  the  control  circuits  increases.  This  would 
make  the  motor  expensive  and  bulky.  Hence,  this  scheme  is  not  put  into  practical  use.  Therefore,  in  general, 

10  armatures  of  two  or  three  phases  are  adopted.  This  has  normally  resulted  in  torque  ripples  ranging  from  15 
to  20%p_p,  increasing  variations  in  the  motor  speed.  As  a  result,  the  wow  of  flutter  of  the  audio  or  video 
equipment  using  such  a  motor  increases. 

Brushless  DC  motors  recently  available  frequently  make  use  of  Hall  effect  devices  as  rotor  position 
detectors.  As  is  well  known.  Hall  effect  devices  widely  vary  in  sensitivity.  For  this  reason,  various  circuit 

15  techniques  have  been  employed  to  accommodate  such  sensitivity  variations.  Further,  many  attempts  have 
been  made  to  reduce  torque  ripples  of  brushless  DC  motors. 

Japanese  Laid-Open  Patent  Application  No.  59  —  35585  (hereinafter  referred  to  as  "reference  1") 
discloses  a  typical  technique  that  uses  three  Hall  effect  devices  as  rotor  position  detectors.  The  scheme  of 
the  driving  circuit  disclosed  in  reference  1  is  not  described  in  detail  herein,  but,  the  operation  of  the  driving 

20  circuit  is  characterized  in  that  the  coils  are  switched  at  such  timings  that  the  signals  from  the  Hall  effect 
devices  become  zero  so  as  to  be  less  affected  by  the  sensitivity  variations  among  the  devices.  Further,  the 
operation  is  characterized  in  that  the  electric  currents  supplied  to  the  coils  are  partially  modulated  in 
response  to  a  signal  synchronized  with  the  rotation  of  the  motor  for  cancelling  out  the  torque  ripples. 

The  driving  apparatus  disclosed  in  the  aforementioned  reference  1  operates  based  on  the  timings  at 
25  which  the  signals  from  the  Hall  effect  devices  become  zero.  This  offers  the  advantage  that  the  driving  circuit 

is  insusceptible  to  the  sensitivity  variations  among  the  Hall  effect  devices.  However,  since  the  armature 
coils  are  alternately  energized  and  deenergized,  filter  circuits  containing  relatively  large  capacitors  for 
reducing  the  spike-like  voltage  produced  by  the  switching  of  the  coils  need  to  be  provided  at  the  power 
supply  terminals  to  the  coils.  Also,  the  driving  circuit  has  the  disadvantage  that  it  is  likely  to  produce 

30  vibration  and  noise,  because  the  electric  currents  flowing  into  the  coils  are  suddenly  caused  to  cease  and 
commence. 

It  is  an  object  of  the  present  invention  to  provide  a  driving  circuit  for  brushless  DC  motors  which  is 
hardly  affected  by  sensitivity  variations  among  rotor  position  detector  devices  and  by  offset  of  the  detector 
devices,  and  produces  low  vibration,  low  noise,  and  low  torque  ripples. 

35  In  order  to  achieve  this  object,  a  driving  circuit  for  a  brushless  DC  motor  according  to  the  present 
invention  comprises:  a  magnetic  pole  position  detecting  circuit  for  detecting  positions  of  magnetic  poles  of 
a  rotor  magnet  of  the  motor  and  delivering  polyphase  signals  indicative  of  the  positions;  a  rectifier  adder 
circuit  for  producing  a  sum  of  positive  or  negative  portions  of  the  polyphase  signals  from  the  magnetic  pole 
position  detecting  circuit;  an  instruction  signal  producing  circuit  for  producing  a  torque  instruction  signal 

40  instructing  a  torque  to  be  produced  by  the  motor;  a  first  error  amplifier  for  adjusting  a  gain  of  the  magnetic 
pole  position  detecting  circuit  to  make  an  output  signal  of  the  rectifier  adder  circuit  to  be  proportional  to  the 
torque  instruction  signal;  a  power  supply  circuit  responsive  to  the  polyphase  signals  for  supplying  currents 
to  polyphase  armature  coils;  current  detecting  means  for  detecting  the  currents  supplied  to  the  armature 
coils;  a  modulating  signal  producing  circuit  for  modulating  the  currents  supplied  to  the  armature  coils;  and 

45  a  second  error  amplifier  for  adjusting  a  gain  of  the  power  supply  circuit  to  make  an  output  signal  of  the 
current  detecting  means  equal  to  an  output  signal  of  the  modulating  signal  producing  circuit. 

The  magnetic  pole  position  detecting  circuit  may  comprise  rotor  position  detector  devices,  buffer 
amplifiers  and  subtracters.  Output  signals  from  the  detector  devices  are  amplified  by  the  buffer  amplifiers, 
and  difference  signals  between  two  of  output  signals  of  the  buffer  amplifiers  are  produced  by  the 

5o  subtracter  circuits.  The  rectifier  adder  circuit  produces  the  sum  of  positive  or  negative  portions  of  the 
difference  signals  from  the  subtracter  circuits.  The  output  signal  of  the  rectifier  adder  circuit  is  controlled  to 
be  a  constant  value  proportional  to  the  torque  instruction  signal.  The  torque  instruction  signal  may  be  an 
externally  given  signal.  As  a  result,  even  if  the  detector  devices  vary  in  sensitivity  or  in  offset,  torque  ripples 
are  hardly  produced.  Therefore,  it  is  not  necessary  to  take  measures  either  to  accommodate  sensitivity 

55  variations  among  the  detector  devices  or  to  adjust  their  offset. 
The  electric  currents  supplied  to  polyphase  armature  coils  are  converted  into  a  voltage  which  is  so 

controlled  as  to  coincide  with  a  modulating  signal  synchronized  with  the  rotation  of  the  motor.  More 
specifically,  the  currents  supplied  to  the  armature  coils  are  so  modulated  as  to  have  a  phase  reversed  from 
that  of  the  torque  ripples  remaining  in  the  motor.  This  can  cancel  low-order  components  of  the  torque 

60  ripples,  whereby  a  circuit  for  driving  a  brushless  DC  motor  showing  little  torque  ripples  can  be  obtained. 
The  position  signals  from  the  position  detecting  circuit  are  amplified  by  the  power  supply  circuit  and 

then  supplied  to  the  polyphase  armature  coils.  Therefore,  each  of  the  supplied  current  signals  has  a 
sinusoidal  waveform.  Thus,  energization  of  the  coils  is  not  controlled  by  sudden  switching  action.  Hence, 
no  spike-like  voltage  (which  would  normally  be  caused  by  switching  of  electric  current)  is  generated.  This 

65  can  dispense  with  a  filter  circuit  which  has  a  relatively  large  capacitor  for  reducing  such  spike-like  voltage. 
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The  above  and  other  features  and  advantages  of  the  invention  will  be  apparent  from  consideration  of 
the  following  description  taken  in  conjunction  with  the  accompanying  drawings  in  which: 

Figure  1  is  a  circuit  diagram  showing  an  embodiment  of  driving  circuit  according  to  the  invention; 
Figure  2  is  a  perspective  view  of  a  main  portion  of  a  motor  to  which  the  invention  is  preferably  applied; 

5  Figure  3  is  a  diagram  showing  waveforms  appearing  at  specified  portions  in  the  driving  circuit  shown 
in  Figure  1; 

Figure  4  is  a  waveform  diagram  obtained  when  the  sum  of  the  electric  currents  supplied  to  three-phase 
armature  coils  is  not  modulated; 

Figure  5  is  a  waveform  diagram  obtained  when  the  sum  of  the  electric  currents  supplied  to  three-phase 
10  armature  coils  is  modulated; 

Figure  6  is  a  circuit  diagram  of  another  example  of  modulating  signal  producing  circuit  that  can  be 
used  in  the  driving  circuit  shown  in  Figure  1; 

Figure  7  is  a  diagram  showing  waveforms  appearing  at  specified  portions  in  the  driving  circuit  shown 
in  Figure  1  when  the  driving  circuit  uses  the  modulating  signal  producing  circuit  shown  in  Figure  6;  and 

15  Figure  8  is  a  waveform  diagram  obtained  when  the  sum  of  the  electric  currents  supplied  to  three-phase 
armature  coils  is  modulated  with  the  output  signal  from  the  modulating  signal  producing  circuit  shown  in 
Figure  6. 

Figure  2  is  a  perspective  view  of  a  main  portion  of  an  electric  motor  to  which  the  invention  is  preferably 
applied.  This  motor  has  a  rotating  shaft  7  mounting  thereon  a  disk  8  made  of  soft  iron  which  serves  as  a 

20  back  yoke.  A  disklike  rotor  magnet  9  is  rigidly  fixed  to  the  bottom  surface  of  the  disk  8  to  constitute  a  rotor. 
Three-phase  armature  coils  4,  5,  6  are  mounted  on  a  stator  10  made  of  a  soft  iron  plate.  The  shaft  7  is 

rotatably  held  by  a  bearing  11  that  is  secured  to  the  stator  10  at  a  position  surrounded  by  the  coils  4,  5,  6. 
Hall  effect  devices  1,  2,  3  are  disposed  at  the  centers  of  the  coils  4,  5,  6,  respectively,  and  used  to  detect  a 
position  of  the  rotor  by  detecting  a  magnetic  field  generated  by  the  rotor  magnet  9. 

25  Figure  1  is  a  circuit  diagram  showing  an  example  of  driving  circuit  according  to  the  invention.  The 
driving  circuit  has  a  magnetic  pole  position  detecting  circuit  110  that  detects  positions  of  magnetic  poles  of  - 
the  rotor  magnet  9  and  delivers  three-phase  signals  indicating  the  positions.  The  detecting  circuit  1  10  has  a 
DC  power  supply  20  for  supplying  a  voltage  to  the  three  Hall  effect  devices  1,  2,  3.  Buffer  amplifiers  21,  22, 
23  are  provided  after  the  Hall  effect  devices  1,  2,  3,  respectively.  In  this  example,  the  amplifiers  21—23 

so  respectively  convert  differential  output  signals  from  the  Hall  effect  devices  1  —  3  into  currents  im,  iH2/  ']»3, 
which  are  proportional  to  the  differential  output  signals.  Each  of  the  amplifiers  21—23  delivers  three  output 
currents  of  same  magnitude. 

The  detecting  circuit  110  further  includes  subtractor  circuits  31,  32,  33.  The  output  current  im  of  the 
buffer  amplifier  21  and  the  output  current  iH2  of  the  buffer  ampifier  22  are  applied  to  the  subtractor  circuit  31 

35  which  produces  a  difference  signal  between  them,  i.e.,  a  current  iP1  (=  im  -  The  output  current  iH2  of 
the  buffer  amplifier  22  and  the  output  current  iH3  of  the  buffer  amplifier  23  are  supplied  to  the  subtractor 
circuit  32  which  produces  a  difference  signal  between  them,  i.e.  a  current  iP2  (=  iH2  -  it«)-  Similarly,  the 
output  current  iH3  of  the  buffer  amplifier  23  and  the  output  current  im  of  the  buffer  amplifier  21  are  supplied 
to  the  subtractor  circuit  33  which  produces  a  difference  signal  between  them,  i.e.,  a  current  iP3  (=  iH3  -  im)- 

40  Each  of  the  subtractor  circuits  31,  32,  33  produces  two  output  currents  of  same  magnitude.  The  electric 
currents  iP1,  iP2,  iP3  produced  by  the  subtractor  circuits  31,  32,  33,  respectively,  are  applied  to  power  supply 
circuits  101,  102,  103,  respectively.  The  other  output  currents  of  the  subtractor  circuits  31,  32,  33  are 
supplied  to  a  rectifier  adder  circuit  40  consisting  of  diodes  41,  42,  43  and  a  resistor  44.  The  circuit  40  allows 
only  the  positive  portions  of  the  output  currents  iP1,  iP2,  iP3  of  the  subtractor  circuits  31,  32,  33  to  be  applied 

45  to  the  resistor  44  to  thereby  produce  a  voltage  corresponding  to  a  sum  of  the  rectified  currents. 
An  instruction  signal  producing  circuit  80  has  two  output  terminals  at  each  of  which  an  electric  current 

(torque  instruction  signal)  iT  proportional  to  a  signal  ET  instruction  a  torque  appears.  One  output  current  iT  is 
applied  to  a  resistor  82  so  as  to  be  converted  into  a  voltage  which  is  applied  to  one  input  terminal  of  a  first 
error  amplifier  50.  The  other  input  terminal  of  the  amplifier  50  receives  the  sum  of  the  rectified  currents 

50  from  the  rectifier  adder  circuit  40.  The  first  error  amplifier  50  adjusts  gains  of  the  amplifiers  21  —  23  in  such  a 
way  that  the  two  input  voltages  applied  thereto  become  equal  to  each  other. 

A  modulating  signal  producing  circuit  120  receives  the  currents  iH1,  iH2,  iH3from  the  buffer  amplifiers  21, 
22,  23  and  the  torque  instruction  signal  iT  from  the  instruction  signal  producing  cirucit  80,  and  delivers  a 
modulating  signal  ic.  The  circuit  120  is  composed  of  an  absolute  value  adder  circuit  60  for  converting  the 

55  currents  iH1,  \»2,  iH3  into  absolute  values  and  summing  up  them,  and  a  combining  circuit  for  delivering  the 
modulating  signal  i0  which  is  a  difference  between  the  instruction  signal  iT  from  the  circuit  80  and  an  output 
current  ir  from  the  adder  circuit  60. 

The  three-phase  armature  coils  4,  5,  6  are  connected  in  Y  (star)  and  respectively  supplied  with  output 
currents  i1f  i2,  i3  of  the  power  supply  circuits  101,  102,  103,  respectively.  The  input  operating  points  of  the 

60  circuits  101  —  103  are  determined  by  a  DC  power  supply  114.  Resistors  111,  112  and  113  are  provided  to 
respectively  change  the  output  currents  iP1,  iP2,  iP3  of  the  subtractor  circuits  31,  32,  33  into  voltages. 

A  resistor  (RC3)  90  is  used  to  detect  the  currents  i1f  i2,  i3  supplied  to  the  coils  4,  5,  6  as  voltages.  A  second 
error  amplifier  70  has  two  input  terminals  to  one  of  which  a  voltage  detected  by  the  resistor  90  is  applied. 
The  modulating  signal  produced  by  the  modulating  signal  producing  circuit  120  is  applied  to  the  other 

6S  input  terminal.  In  this  example,  the  output  current  ir  from  the  absolute  value  adder  circuit  60  is  subtracted 

3 
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from  the  output  current  iT  from  the  instruction  signal  producing  circuit  80  to  yield  the  difference  current  i0 
(=  >t  -  ir)  which  is  converted  into  a  voltage  by  means  of  a  resistor  71.  This  voltage  is  applied  to  the  other 
input  terminal  of  the  second  error  amplifier  70  as  the  modulating  signal.  The  second  error  amplifier  70 
adjusts  gains  of  the  three  power  supply  circuits  101,  102,  103  in  such  a  way  that  the  two  input  voltages 

5  applied  to  the  second  error  amplifier  70  become  equal  to  each  other.  The  operation  of  the  driving  circuit  for 
a  brushless  DC  motor  constructed  as  described  above  will  next  be  described  with  reference  to  Figures  3,  4, 
5. 

Figure  3  shows  rotating  angle  9  of  the  rotor  in  terms  of  electrical  angle  and  waveforms  appearing  at 
specified  portions  in  the  driving  circuit  shown  in  Figure  1  .  In  Figure  3,  A  shows  waveforms  of  the  differential 

10  output  voltages  eH1,  eH2,  eH3  from  the  Hall  effect  devices  1  ,  2,  3.  The  voltage  em  becomes  positive  at  a  point 
where  9  =  0°.  The  voltage  eH2  lags  relative  to  the  voltage  em  by  120°.  Also,  the  voltage  eH3  lags  relative  to 
the  voltage  eH2  by  120°.  It  is  assumed  that  the  Hall  effect  devices  1,  2,  3  do  not  differ  in  sensitivity  and  that 
they  show  no  effect. 

In  general,  motors  of  permanent  magnet  rotor  type  have  their  permanent  magnets  magnetized  in  the 
w  form  of  trapezoidal  wave  in  order  to  enhance  the  efficiency  and  productivity  of  the  motors.  Therefore,  the 

differential  output  voltages  from  the  Hall  effect  devices  acting  to  detect  the  magnetic  field  contain  harmonic 
components  up  to  higher  orders.  In  the  example  shown  in  A,  components  of  the  third,  fifth  and  seventh 
orders  amount  for  12.6%,  2.5%  and  0.6%,  respectively,  of  the  fundamental  wave. 

In  Figure  3,  B  shows  waveforms  of  the  output  currents  iH1,  iH2,  iH3  of  the  buffer  amplifiers  21,  22,  23,  and 
20  C  shows  waveforms  of  the  output  currents  iP1,  ipa,  iP3  of  the  subtractor  circuits  31,  32,  33. 

Since  the  buffer  amplifiers  21,  22,  23,  the  subtractor  circuits  31,  32,  33,  the  rectifier  adder  circuit  40,  and 
the  first  error  amplifier  50  constitute  a  control  loop,  the  peak  values  of  the  output  currents  iP1,  iP2,  iP3  of  the 
subtractor  circuits  31,  32,  33  become  a  constant  value  proportional  to  the  instruction  signal  ic  (F  in  Figure  3) 
given  to  the  motor.  Even  if  the  Hall  effect  devices  differ  in  sensitivity  and  show  offset,  the  aforementioned 

25  control  loop  operates  to  adjust  the  gains  of  the  buffer  amplifiers  to  maintain  constant  the  peak  values  of  the 
output  currents  iP1,  i,*,  iP3  of  the  subtractor  circuits  31,  32,  33. 

In  Figure  3,  D  shows  a  waveform  of  the  output  current  ir  of  the  absolute  value  adder  circuit  60.  Here,  the 
direction  in  which  current  flows  into  the  circuit  60  is  taken  as  positive  direction.  The  output  current  ir  of  the 
absolute  value  adder  circuit  60  is  expressed  as: 

30 
ir  =  Mm  I  +  liwl  +  |iH3| 

In  Figure  3,  E  shows  the  output  current  iT  of  the  instruction  signal  producing  circuit  80.  The  amplitude  of  the 
current  iT  is  in  proportion  to  the  instruction  signal  given  to  the  motor.  In  Figure  3,  F  shows  the  current  i0 

35  flowing  into  the  resistor  71.  The  relation  of  the  current  ic  to  the  output  current  iT  from  the  circuit  80  and  the 
output  circuit  ir  of  the  circuit  60  is  given  by  ie  =  iT  -  ir.  The  waveform  of  the  current  ic  contains  ripples  of  the 
sixth  order. 

Referring  again  to  Figure  1,  as  mentioned  already,  the  power  supply  circuits  101,  102,  103,  the  resistor 
90  for  converting  the  electric  currents  flowing  into  the  armature  coils  4,  5,  6  into  voltages,  and  the  second 

40  error  amplifier  70  constitute  the  control  loop.  The  second  error  amplifier  70  is  applied  with  the  voltage 
developed  by  the  resistor  90  and  the  voltage  produced  by  the  resistor  71,  and  adjusts  the  gains  of  the 
power  supply  circuits  101—103.  The  operation  of  the  control  loop  will  next  be  described  by  referring  to 
Figures  4  and  5. 

Figure  4  shows  waveforms  when  the  output  terminal  of  the  absolute  value  adder  circuit  60  is  open- 
45  circuited.  In  Figure  4,  A  shows  waveforms  of  the  three-phase  voltages  e-,,  e2,  e3  which  are  induced  by  the 

three-phase  armature  coils  4,  5,  6,  respectively,  by  the  rotation  of  the  rotor  magnet  of  the  motor.  The 
induced  voltage  becomes  positive  at  a  point  where  8  =  -30°.  The  voltage  e2  lags  relative  to  e-,  by  120°, 
and  e3  lags  relative  to  e2  by  120°.  The  voltage  e,,  e2,  e3  respectively  lead  by  30°  relative  to  the  differential 
output  voltages  em,  eH2,  eH3  from  the  Hall  effect  devices.  The  peak  values  of  the  voltages  ev  e2,  e3  induced 

so  in  the  coils  4,  5,  6  are  assumed  equal.  In  practice,  since  the  shape  and  arrangement  of  the  armature  coils  are 
mechanically  accurately  set,  this  assumption  is  considerably  proper  in  practice.  Usually,  since  tens  of  turns 
of  wire  is  wound  on  each  coil,  the  voltages  induced  in  the  coils  contain  relatively  small  amount  of 
harmonics.  In  the  example  of  A  in  Figure  4,  components  of  the  third  and  fifth  orders  account  for  7.1  %  and 
0.4%,  respectively,  of  the  fundamental  wave. 

55  In  Figure  4,  B  shows  the  currents  i1f  i2,  i3  supplied  to  the  armature  coils,  4,  5,  6,  respectively.  The  output 
currents  iP1,  iP2,  iP3  of  the  subtractor  circuits  31,  32,  33  are  applied  to  the  power  supply  circuits  101,  102,  103, 
respectively.  Since  the  output  signal  of  the  absolute  value  adder  circuit  60  is  disabled,  the  gains  of  the 
power  supply  circuits  101,  102,  103  are  kept  at  constant  values  corresponding  to  the  instruction  signal,  so 
that  the  input  signals  are  directly  linearly  amplified.  Therefore,  the  waveforms  of  the  currents  i1(  i2,  i3 

so  supplied  to  the  coils  4,  5,  6  resemble  the  waveforms  of  the  output  currents  iP1,  iP2,  iP3  of  the  subtractor 
circuits  31,  32,  33.  Since  the  output  currents  iP1,  iP2,  iP3  of  the  subtractor  circuits  31,  32,  33  are  the  differences 
between  two  of  the  three  output  currents  iH1,  iH2,  iH3  of  the  buffer  amplifiers  21,  22,  23,  the  following  relation 
holds  at  all  times: 

ipi  +  ip2  +  ip3  =  (im  ~~  ii«)  +  (ihi2  —  im)  +  ('h3  —  im) 
65  = 0  
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Accordingly,  the  relation  i,  +  i2  +  i3  =  0  holds  for  the  output  currents  i1f  i2,  i3  which  are  supplied  to  the  coils 
4,  5,  6  after  linearly  amplified  by  the  power  supply  circuits  101,  102,  103.  That  is,  the  sum  of  the  currents 
flowing  into  the  armature  coils  is  equal  to  the  sum  of  the  currents  flowing  out  of  the  coils.  Thus,  it  is 
possible  to  supply  electric  currents  to  the  three-phase  armature  coils  (which  are  connected  in  Y  in  this 

5  example)  without  any  difficulty.  The  sum  of  the  currents  flowing  into  the  coils  is  retained  at  a  constant 
value  proportional  to  the  instruction  signal. 

In  Figure  4,  C  shows  a  waveform  of  the  torque  produced  by  the  motor  when  the  armature  coils  of  the 
motor  are  excited  with  the  currents  shown  in  B.  The  torque  produced  by  the  motor  is  proportional  to  a  sum 
of  products  of  the  voltages  e1f  e2,  e3  (shown  in  A)  induced  in  the  coils  and  the  currents  ilf  i2,  i3  (shown  in  B) 

io  supplied  to  the  coils.  That  is,  torque  is  proportional  to  (e^i,  +  e2-i2  +  e3-i3).  As  shown  in  Figure  4,  the 
maximum  value  of  the  produced  torque  appears  at  9  =  30°,  90°,  150°,  210°,  ...,  and  the  minimum  value 
appears  at  9  =  0°,  60°,  120°,  180°,  ..  The  main  component  of  the  torque  ripple  is  the  sixth  order  component. 

In  the  present  example,  when  the  output  terminal  of  the  absolute  value  adder  circuit  60  is  open- 
circuited,  i.e.,  when  the  gains  of  the  power  supply  circuits  101,  102,  103  are  so  adjusted  that  the  sum  of  the 

is  currents  flowing  into  the  three-phase  armature  coils  becomes  a  constant  value  proportional  to  the 
instruction  signal,  the  magnitude  of  the  produced  torque  ripple  is  about  14%p_p. 

In  order  to  suppress  this  torque  ripple,  the  gains  are  not  controlled  to  keep  constant  the  sum  of  the 
currents  flowing  into  the  coils,  but  rather  the  gains  may  be  controlled  so  that  the  sum  of  the  currents  is  so 
modulated  as  to  be  the  same  in  ripple  rate  as  and  reversed  in  phase  from  the  torque  waveform  C  shown  in 

20  Figure  4. 
In  the  circuit  shown  in  Figure  1  for  driving  the  brushless  DC  motor,  the  modulating  signal  is  produced 

by  the  absolute  value  adder  circuit  60  to  suppress  the  torque  ripple  shown  in  Figure  4.  The  output  current  ir 
(D  in  Figure  3)  of  the  circuit  60  is  in  phase  with  the  torque  ripple  contained  in  the  torque  waveform  (C  in 
Figure  4).  To  reverse  the  phase,  the  current  ir  is  subtracted  from  the  constant  current  iT  (E  in  Figure  3) 

25  proportional  to  the  instruction  signal  to  produce  the  modulating  signal  i„  (F  in  Figure  3).  The  voltage 
developed  across  the  current  detecting  resistor  90  converts  the  sum  of  the  currents  flowing  into  the  coils  to 
a  voltage  which  is  applied  to  one  input  terminal  of  the  second  error  amplifier  70.  The  other  input  terminal  of 
the  amplifier  70  receives  a  voltage  obtained  by  converting  the  modulating  signal  ic  by  the  use  of  the  resistor 
71.  The  modulating  signal  i„  is  the  difference  between  the  output  current  iT  of  the  instruction  signal 

30  producing  circuit  80  and  the  output  current  ir  of  the  absolute  value  adder  circuit  60.  The  gains  of  the  power 
supply  circuits  101,  102,  103  are  adjusted  in  such  a  manner  that  the  two  input  voltages  to  the  second  error 
amplifier  70  becomes  equal  to  each  other.  The  ripple  rate  of  the  modulating  signal  i0  is  made  equal  to  that 
of  the  torque  waveform  (C  in  Figure  4)  to  suppress  the  torque  ripple. 

The  ripple  rate  of  the  modulating  signal  i0  can  be  arbitrarily  set  by  the  resistance  ratio  of  the  resistor  82 
35  to  the  resistor  44.  In  this  example,  the  resistance  of  the  resistor  82  is  set  0.35  times  that  of  the  resistor  44  to 

minimize  the  torque  ripple.  In  any  case  that  the  harmonics  contents  of  the  waveforms  of  the  differential 
output  voltages  of  the  Hall  effect  devices  and  of  the  waveforms  of  the  voltages  induced  in  the  coils  differ 
from  those  in  the  above  case,  the  resistance  ratio  of  the  resistor  44  to  the  resistor  82  may  be  changed  to  an 
appropriate  value  to  minimize  the  torque  ripple. 

40  This  setting  of  the  resistance  ratio  needs  not  be  performed  for  each  individual  motor  of  the  same 
structure,  because  the  harmonics  contents  of  the  differential  output  voltages  of  the  Hall  effect  devices  and 
of  the  voltages  induced  in  the  coils  are  considered  substantially  the  same  for  all  motors  of  the  same 
structure. 

Figure  5  shows  waveforms  obtained  when  the  ripple  of  the  torque  waveform  is  suppressed  by 
45  modulating  the  sum  of  the  currents  supplied  to  the  three-phase  armature  coils  of  the  motor  with  the 

modulating  signal  ic.  In  Figure  5,  A  shows  waveforms  of  the  voltages  e,,  e2,  e3  induced  in  the  three  phase 
coils  4,  5,  6,  respectively;  B  shows  waveforms  of  the  currents  i„  i2,  i3  supplied  to  the  coils  4,  5,  6  when  the 
sum  of  the  currents  flowing  into  the  coils  is  modulated  with  the  modulating  signal  ic;  and  C  shows  a 
waveform  of  the  torque  produced  by  the  motor  when  the  currents  shown  in  B  are  supplied  to  the  armature 

so  coils  of  the  motor.  In  this  case,  the  main  component  of  the  torque  ripple  is  the  twelfth  order  component. 
The  magnitude  of  the  ripple  is  suppressed  to  2.8%p_p. 

Figure  6  shows  another  example  of  the  modulating  signal  producing  circuit  120.  This  circuit  consists  of 
an  absolute  value  circuit  61  to  which  a  sum  i„of  the  output  currents  iH1,  iH2,  iH3  of  the  buffer  amplifiers  21,  22, 
23  are  applied,  the  sum  is  being  given  by  is  =  iHi  +  iHz  +  "h3-  The  sum  current  is  is  converted  ito  an  absolute 

55  value  which  is  a  current  ir  (=  |i3|).  Then,  the  modulating  signal  ic  is  produced  by  taking  the  difference 
between  the  output  current  iT  of  the  instruction  signal  producing  circuit  80  and  the  output  current  ir  of  the 
absolute  value  circuit  61. 

Figure  7  shows  waveforms  appearing  at  specified  portions  in  the  circuit  shown  in  Figure  1  when  the 
modulating  signal  producing  circuit  shown  in  Figure  6  is  used.  Since  the  waveforms  shown  in  A,  B  and  C  in 

60  Figure  7  are  the  same  as  the  waveforms  shown  in  A,  B  and  C  in  Figure  3,  they  will  not  be  explained  herein. 
In  Figure  7,  D  shows  a  waveform  of  the  current  is  obtained  by  summing  up  the  output  currents  iH1,  iH2,  'h3  of 
the  buffer  amplifiers  21,  22,  23.  The  currents  im,  iH2,  iH3  are  shifted  in  phase  by  120°  from  each  other.  Each  of 
these  current  waveforms  contains  harmonics  of  the  third,  fifth  and  seventh  orders.  In  this  specific  example, 
the  third,  fifth  and  seventh  order  components  account  for  12.8%,  4.6%,  1.5%,  respectively,  of  the 

65  fundamental  wave.  The  fundamentals  and  the  harmonics  of  the  fifth  and  seventh  orders  of  the  currents  im, 
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iH2,  iH3  are  cancelled  out  by  the  addition  of  these  three  currents.  The  third  order  harmonic  component  is  left 
in  the  resultant  current  is  and  the  magnitude  thereof  accounts  for  38.4%  (12.8%  x  3)  of  the  fundamental  of 
each  of  the  output  currents  im,  iH2r  'm  of  the  buffer  circuits  21,  22,  23. 

In  Figure  7,  E  shows  a  waveform  of  the  output  current  ir  of  the  absolute  value  circuit  61  .  The  direction  in 
5  which  the  current  flows  into  the  circuit  61  is  taken  as  positive  direction.  The  relation  between  the  current  ir 

and  the  total  current  is  is  as  follows: 

"r  =  I  'si  =  I'm  +  >H2  +  irisl 

10  In  Figure  7,  F  shows  the  output  current  iT  of  the  instruction  signal  producing  circuit  80,  the  magnitude  of 
the  current  iT  being  proportional  to  the  externally  given  instruction  signal  ET. 

In  Figure  7,  G  shows  the  current  ic  flowing  into  the  resistor  71.  There  exists  the  relation  ic  =  iT  -  ir 
between  the  output  current  iT  of  the  instruction  signal  producing  circuit  80  and  the  output  current  ir  of  the 
absolute  value  circuit  61  .  The  current  ic  (G  in  Figure  7)  contains  the  sixth  order  ripple  component.  As  shown 

15  in  Figure  7,  the  output  current  ir  (E  in  Figure  7)  of  the  circuit  61  is  in  phase  with  the  ripple  component  of  the 
torque  waveform  (C  in  Figure  4).  Therefore,  in  order  to  reverse  the  phase,  the  current  ir  is  subtracted  from 
the  constant  current  iT  (F  in  Figure  7)  proportional  to  the  instruction  signal.  Thus,  the  modulating  signal  ic  (G 
in  Figure  7)  is  produced.  The  current  detecting  resistor  90  converts  the  sum  of  the  currents  supplied  to  the 
armature  coils  of  the  motor  into  a  voltage  which  is  applied  to  one  input  terminal  of  the  second  error 

20  amplifier  70.  The  difference  between  the  output  current  iT  of  the  instruction  signal  producing  circuit  80  and 
the  output  current  ir  of  the  absolute  value  circuit  61  is  produced  to  obtain  the  modulating  signal  current  ic. 
The  current  ic  is  converted  into  a  voltage  by  the  resistor  71,  and  this  voltage  is  applied  to  the  other  input 
terminal  of  the  second  error  amplifier  70.  The  gains  of  the  power  supply  circuits  101,  102,  103  are  so 
adjusted  that  the  two  input  voltages  applied  to  the  error  amplifier  70  become  equal  to  each  other.  The 

25  ripple  rate  of  the  modulating  signal  ie  is  made  equal  to  that  of  the  ripple  waveform  shown  in  C  in  Figure  4  to 
suppress  the  torque  ripple.  The  ripple  rate  of  the  modulating  signal  ic  can  be  arbitrarily  set  by  the  resistance 
ratio  of  the  resistor  82  to  the  resistor  44.  In  this  case,  the  resistance  of  the  resistor  82  is  set  0.6  times  the 
resistance  of  the  resistor  44  to  minimize  the  torque  ripple. 

Figure  8  shows  waveforms  obtained  when  the  ripple  of  the  torque  waveform  is  suppressed  by 
30  modulating  the  sum  of  the  currents  flowing  into  the  armature  coils  of  the  motor  with  the  modulating  signal 

ic  by  the  circuit  shown  in  Figure  1  .  In  Figure  8,  A  shows  waveforms  of  the  voltages  eu  e2,  e3  induced  in  the 
coils  4,  5,  6;  B  shows  waveforms  of  the  currents  i1t  i2,  i3  supplied  to  the  coils  4,  5,6  when  the  sum  of  these 
currents  is  modulated  with  the  modulating  signal  ic;  and  C  shows  a  waveform  of  the  torque  produced  by 
the  motor  when  the  currents  shown  in  B  are  supplied  to  the  armature  coils  of  the  motor.  In  this  case,  the 

35  main  component  of  the  torque  ripple  is  the  twelfth  order  harmonic.  The  magnitude  of  the  torque  ripple  is 
suppressed  to  4.2%p_p. 

As  already  described  in  connection  with  Figure  4,  when  the  sum  of  the  currents  flowing  into  the  coils  4, 
5,  6  of  the  motor  is  not  modulated,  the  main  ripple  component  is  the  sixth  order  harmonic  and  its 
magnitude  is  approximately  14%p_p.  When  the  sum  of  the  currents  flowing  into  the  coils  4,  5,  6  is 

40  modulated  with  the  modulating  signal  ic,  the  sixth  order  harmonic  component  is  reduced  below  0.5%p_p. 
Since  the  twelfth  order  harmonic  component  of  the  remaining  torque  ripple  has  a  high  frequency,  the 
variation  of  the  rotation  of  the  motor  due  to  the  torque  ripple  is  sufficiently  attenuated  due  to  the  inertia  of 
the  rotor.  Thus,  no  practical  problems  arise. 

In  the  example  described  in  conjunction  with  Figure  1,  the  output  signal  of  the  first  error  amplifier  50 
45  controls  the  gains  of  the  buffer  amplifiers  21,  22,  23.  But,  it  is  also  possible  to  directly  control  the  input 

voltages  applied  to  the  hall  effect  devices  1,  2,  3  by  the  output  signal  of  the  first  error  amplifier  50. 
Motors  to  which  the  novel  driving  circuit  of  the  invention  is  applicable  are  not  limited  to  the  flat-type 

slotless  motors  as  shown  in  Figure  2.  But,  the  driving  circuit  of  the  invention  may  be  applied  also  to  slotted 
motors  and  cylindrical  motors.  In  the  description  above,  Hall  effect  devices  are  used  as  the  position 

so  detectors,  but  obviously,  any  other  kinds  of  sensors  may  also  be  used  as  along  as  they  can  produce  a 
similar  signal  as  the  Hail  effect  devices. 

Claims 

55  1.  A  driving  circuit  for  a  brushless  DC  motor,  comprising: 
a  magnetic  pole  position  detecting  circuit  (110)  for  detecting  positions  of  magnetic  poles  of  a  rotor 

magnet  (9)  of  the  motor  and  delivering  polyphase  signals  indicative  of  the  positions; 
a  rectifier  adder  circuit  (40)  for  producing  a  sum  of  positive  or  negative  portions  of  the  polyphase 

signals  from  the  magnetic  pole  position  detecting  circuit  (110); 
60  an  instruction  signal  producing  circuit  (80)  for  producing  a  torque  instruction  signal  instructing  a 

torque  to  be  produced  by  the  motor; 
a  first  error  amplifier  (50)  for  adjusting  a  gain  of  the  magnetic  pole  position  detecting  circuit  (110)  to 

make  an  output  signal  of  the  rectifier  adder  circuit  (40)  to  be  proportional  to  the  torque  instruction  signal; 
a  power  supply  circuit  (101,  102,  103)  responsive  to  the  polyphase  signals  for  supplying  currents  to 

65  polyphase  armature  coils  (4,  5,  6)  of  the  motor; 
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current  detecting  means  (90)  for  detecting  the  currents  supplied  to  the  armature  coils; 
a  modulating  signal  producing  circuit  (120)  for  modulating  the  currents  supplied  to  the  armature  coils; 

and 
a  second  error  amplifier  (70)  for  adjusting  a  gain  of  the  power  supply  circuit  to  make  an  output  signal  of 

?  the  current  detecting  means  (90)  equal  to  an  output  signal  of  the  modulating  signal  producing  circuit. 
2.  A  driving  circuit  as  set  forth  in  claim  1,  wherein  said  modulating  signal  producing  circuit  (120) 

comprises  an  absolute  value  adder  circuit  (60)  for  converting  the  polyphase  signals  from  the  magnetic  pole 
position  detecting  circuit  (110)  into  absolute  values  and  summing  them  up  and  a  combining  circuit  for 
producing  a  combination  of  an  output  signal  of  the  absolute  value  adder  circuit  and  the  torque  instruction 

o  signal  from  the  instruction  signal  producing  circuit. 
3.  A  driving  circuit  as  set  forth  in  claim  2,  wherein  said  combining  circuit  produces  a  difference  between 

the  torque  instruction  signal  from  the  instruction  signal  producing  circuit  (80)  and  the  output  signal  of  the 
absolute  value  adder  circuit  (60). 

4.  A  driving  circuit  as  set  forth  in  claim  1,  wherein  said  modulating  signal  producing  circuit  (120) 
'5  comprises  an  absolute  value  circuit  (61)  for  converting  a  sum  of  the  polyphase  signals  from  the  magnetic 

pole  position  detecting  circuit  (110)  into  an  absolute  value,  and  a  combining  circuit  for  producing  a 
combination  of  an  output  signal  of  the  absolute  value  circuit  (61  )  and  the  torque  instruction  signal  from  the 
instruction  signal  producing  circuit  (80). 

5.  A  driving  circuit  as  set  forth  in  claim  4,  wherein  said  combining  circuit  produces  a  difference  between 
w  the  torque  instruction  signal  from  the  instruction  signal  producing  circuit  (80)  and  the  output  signal  of  the 

absolute  value  circuit  (61). 
6.  A  driving  circuit  as  set  forth  in  any  one  of  the  previous  claims,  wherein  said  current  detecting  means 

(90)  pass  the  currents  to  be  supplied  to  the  polyphase  armature  coils  through  a  common  resistor  to  convert 
a  sum  of  the  currents  into  a  voltage. 

?5  7.  A  driving  circuit  as  set  forth  in  any  previous  claim,  wherein  the  magnetic  pole  position  detecting 
circuit  (110)  comprises  a  subtractor  circuit  (31,  32,  33)  for  producing  difference  signals  between  two  of  the 
polyphase  signals  from  the  magnetic  pole  position  detecting  circuit;  and  the  rectifier  adder  circuit  is  for 
producing  a  sum  of  positive  or  negative  portions  of  the  difference  signals  from  the  subtractor  circuit. 

8.  A  driving  circuit  as  set  forth  in  any  previous  claim  wherein  the  magnetic  pole  position  detecting 
30  circuit  (110)  comprises  a  plurality  of  magnetoelectric  converter  devices  (1,  2,  3)  mounted  on  a  stator  (10)  of 

the  motor  and  detecting  magnetic  field  generated  by  a  rotor  magnet  (9)  of  the  motor;  and  buffer  amplifiers 
(21,  22,  23)  for  amplifying  output  signals  of  the  magnetoelectric  converter  devices  (1,  2,  3). 

Patentanspruche 
35 

1.  Antriebsschaltung  fur  einen  burstenlosen  Gleichstrommotor 
mit  einem  die  Magnetpolstellung  abfiihlenden  Stromkreis  (110),  urn  Lagen  von  Magnetpolen  eines 

Rotormagneten  (9)  des  Motors  abzufuhlen  und  die  Lagen  anzeigende,  mehrphasige  Signale  zu 
uberbringen, 

40  mit  einer  Gleichrichter-Additionsschaltung  (40),  urn  eine  Summe  positiver  und  negativer  Anteile  der 
mehrphasigen  Signale  hervorzubringen,  die  aus  dem  die  Magnetpolstellung  abfiihlenden  Stromkreis  (110) 
kommen, 

mit  einer  ein  Befehlssignal  erzeugenden  Schaltung  (80),  urn  ein  Drehmomenten-Befehlssignal 
hervorzubringen,  das  ein  von  dem  Motor  zu  erzeugendes  Drehmoment  vorschreibt, 

45  mit  einem  ersten  Fehlerverstarker  (50)  fur  eine  Einstellung  einer  Verstarkung  des  die 
Magnetpolstellung  abfiihlenden  Stromkreises  (110),  urn  ein  von  der  Gleichrichter-Additionsschaltung  (40) 
abgegebenes  Signal  dem  Drehmomenten-Befehlssignal  proportional  zu  machen, 

mit  einer  auf  die  mehrphasigen  Signale  ansprechenden  Stromversorgungsschaltung  (101,  102,  103), 
urn  mehrphasigen  Ankerspulen  (4,  5,  6)  des  Motors  Strome  zuzuleiten, 

so  mit  Stromabfiihlmitteln  (90)  zum  Abfuhlen  der  den  Ankerspulen  zugleiteten  Strome, 
mit  einer  ein  Modulationssigal  erzeugenden  Schaltung  (120),  urn  die  den  Ankerspulen  zugleiteten 

Strome  zu  modulieren,  und 
mit  einem  zweiten  Fehlerverstarker  (70)  fur  eine  Einstellung  einer  Verstarkung  der 

Stromversorgungsschaltung,  urn  ein  von  den  Stromabfiihlmitteln  (90)  abgegebenes  Signal  gleich  einem 
55  Ausgangssignal  der  das  Modulationssignal  erzeugenden  Schaltung  zu  machen. 

2.  Abtriebsschaltung,  wie  im  Anspruch  1  bekanntgemacht,  bei  der  die  das  Modulationssignal 
erzeugende  Schaltung  (120)  eine  absolute  Werte  addierende  Schaltung  (60)  zur  Umwandlung  der  aus  dem 
die  Magnetpolstellung  abfiihlenden  Stromkreis  (110)  kommenden,  mehrphasigen  Signale  in  absolute 
Werte  und  zu  ihrer  Aufsummierung,  sowie  eine  Kombinationsschaltung  enthalt,  urn  eine  Kombination 

60  eines  Ausgangssignals  der  die  absoluten  Werte  addierenden  Schaltung  und  des  Drehmomenten- 
Befehlssignals  hervorzubringen,  das  aus  der  das  Befehlssignal  erzeugenden  Schaltung  herankommt. 

3.  Antriebsschaltung,  wie  im  Anspruch  2  bekanntgemacht,  bei  deer  die  Kombinationsschaltung  eine 
Differenz  zwischen  dem  Drehmomenten-Befehlssignal  aus  der  das  Befehlssignal  erzeugenden  Schaltung 
(80)  und  dem  Ausgangssignal  der  die  absoluten  Werte  addierenden  Schaltung  (60)  hervorbringt. 

65  4.  Antriebsschaltung,  wie  im  Anspruch  1  bekanntgemacht,  bei  der  die  das  Modulationssignal 
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erzeugende  Schaltung  (120)  eine  absolute  Werte  bewirkende  Schaltung  (61),  um  eine  Summe  der 
mehrphasigen,  aus  dem  die  Magnetpolstellung  abfiihlenden  Stromkreis  (110)  kommenden  Signale  in 
einen  Absolutwert  umzuwandeln,  sowie  eine  Kombinationsschaltung  enthait,  um  eine  Kombination  eines 
Ausgangssignals  der  die  absoluten  Werte  bewirkenden  Schaltung  (61)  und  des  Drehmomenten- 

5  Befehlssignals  hervorzubringen,  das  aus  der  das  Befehlssignal  erzeugenden  Schaltung  (80)  herankommt. 
5.  Antriebsschaltung,  wie  im  Anspruch  4  bekanntgemacht,  bei  der  die  Kombinationsschaltung  eine 

Differenz  zwischen  dem  Drehmomenten-Befehlssignal  aus  der  das  Befehlssignal  erzeugenden  Schaltung 
(80)  und  dem  Ausgangssignal  der  die  absoluten  Werte  bewirkenden  Schaltung  (61)  erzeugt. 

6.  Antriebsschaltung,  wie  in  einem  der  vorherigen  Anspriiche  bekanntgemacht,  bei  der  die 
10  Stromabfuhlmittel  (90)  die  den  mehrphasigen  Ankerspulen  zuzuleitenden  Strome  durch  einen 

gemeinsamen  Widerstand  hindurchleiten,  um  eine  Summe  der  Strome  in  eine  Spannung  umzuwandeln. 
7.  Antriebsschaltung,  wie  in  einem  vorherigen  Anspruch  bekanntgemacht,  bei  der  der  die 

Magnetpolstellung  abfiihlende  Stromkreis  (110)  eine  Subtraktionsschaltung  (31,32,  33)  zur  Erzeugung  von 
Differenzsignalen  zwischen  zwei  der  mehrphasigen  Signale  aus  dem  die  Magnetpolstellung  abfiihlenden 

w  Stromkreis  enthait  und  die  Gleichrichter-Additionsschaltung  zur  Erzeugung  einer  Summe  positiver  oder 
negativer  Anteile  der  Differenzsignaie  aus  dere  Subtraktionsschaltung  vorgesehen  ist. 

8.  Antriebsschaltung,  wie  in  einem  vorherigen  Anspruch  bekanntgemacht,  bei  der  der  die 
Magnetpolstellung  abfiihlende  Stromkreis  (110)  mehrere  auf  einem  Stator  (10)  des  Motors  montierte, 
magnetelektrische  Wandler  (1,  2,  3),  die  das  vom  Rotormagneten  (9)  erzeugte  Magnetfeld  abfuhlen,  und 

20  Pufferverstarker  (21,  22,  23)  zur  Verstarkung  der  von  den  magnetelektrischen  Wandlern  (1,  2,  3) 
abgegebenen  Signale  enthait. 

Revendications 

25  1-  Circuit  de  commande  pour  un  moteur  a  courant  continu  sans  balai,  comportant: 
un  circuit  (110)  de  detection  de  position  de  pole  magnetique  destine  a  detecter  les  positions  des  poles 

magnetiques  d'un  aimant  de  rotor  (9)  du  moteur  et  delivrant  des  signaux  polyphases  indiquant  les 
positions; 

un  circuit  additionneur  redresseur  (40)  destine  a  produire  la  somme  des  parties  positives  ou  negatives 
30  des  signaux  polyphases  provenant  du  circuit  (110)  de  detection  de  position  de  pole  magnetique; 

un  circuit  de  production  de  signaux  d'instruction  (80)  destine  a  produire  un  signal  destruction  de 
couple,  indiquant  le  couple  a  produire  par  i'emetteur; 

un  premier  amplificateur  d'erreur  (50)  destine  a  regler  le  gain  du  circuit  (110)  de  detection  de  position 
de  pole  magnetique  afin  que  le  signal  de  sortie  du  circuit  additionneur  redresseur  (40)  soit  proportionnel  au 

35  signal  d'instruction  de  couple; 
un  circuit  d'alimentation  (101,  102,  103)  reagissant  aux  signaux  polyphases  en  fournissant  des 

courants  a  des  enroulements  d'induit  polyphases  (4,  5,  6)  du  moteur; 
un  dispositif  de  detection  de  courant  (90)  destine  a  detecter  les  courants  fournis  aux  enroulements 

d'induit; 
40  un  circuit  de  production  de  signaux  de  modulation  (120)  destine  a  moduler  les  courants  fournis  aux 

enroulements  d'induit;  et 
un  second  amplificateur  d'erreur  (70)  destine  a  regler  le  gain  du  circuit  d'alimentation  de  maniere  que 

le  signal  de  sortie  du  dispositif  de  detection  de  courant  (90)  soit  egal  au  signal  de  sortie  du  circuit  de 
production  de  signaux  de  modulation. 

45  2.  Circuit  de  commande  seion  la  revendication  1,  dans  lequei  ledit  circuit  de  production  de  signaux  de 
modulation  (120)  comporte  un  circuit  additionneur  de  valeurs  absolues  (60)  destine  a  convertir  les  signaux 
polyphases  provenant  du  circuit  (110)  de  detection  de  position  de  pole  magnetique  en  des  valeurs  absolues 
et  a  les  additionner  et  un  circuit  de  combinaison  destine  a  produire  une  combinaison  d'un  signal  de  sortie 
du  circuit  additioneur  de  valeurs  absolues  et  du  signal  d'instruction  de  couple  provenant  du  circuit  de 

so  production  de  signaux  d'instruction. 
3.  Circuit  de  commande  selon  la  revendication  2,  dans  lequei  ledit  circuit  de  combinaison  produit  la 

difference  entre  le  signal  d'instruction  de  couple  provenant  du  circuit  de  production  de  signaux 
d'instruction  (80)  et  le  signal  de  sortie  du  circuit  additionneur  de  vaieur  absolue  (60). 

4.  Circuit  de  commande  selon  la  revendication  1,  dans  lequei  ledit  circuit  de  production  de  signaux  de 
55  modulation  (120)  consiste  en  un  circuit  de  vaieur  absolue  (61)  qui  convertit  la  somme  des  signaux 

polyphases  provenant  du  circuit  (110)  de  detection  de  position  de  pole  magnetique  en  un  vaieur  absolue  et 
un  circuit  de  combinaison  qui  produit  une  combinaison  du  signal  de  sortie  du  circuit  de  vaieur  absolue  (61  ) 
et  du  signal  d'instruction  de  couple  provenant  du  circuit  de  production  de  signaux  d'instruction  (80). 

5.  Circuit  de  commande  selon  la  revendication  4,  dans  lequei  ledit  circuit  de  combinaison  produit  la 
60  difference  entre  le  signal  d'instruction  de  couple  provenant  du  circuit  de  production  de  signaux 

d'instruction  (80)  et  le  signal  de  sortie  du  circuit  de  vaieur  absolue  (61). 
6.  Circuit  de  commande  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  revendications  precedentes,  dans  lequei  ledit 

dispositif  de  detection  de  courant  (90)  fait  passer  les  courants  qui  doivent  etre  fournis  aux  enroulements 
d'induit  polyphases  par  une  resistance  commune  afin  de  convertir  en  une  tension  la  somme  de  ces 

55  courants. 
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7.  Circuit  de  commande  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  revendications  precedentes,  dans  lequei  le  circuit 
(110)  de  detection  de  position  de  pole  magnetique  comporte  un  circuit  soustracteur  (31,  32,  33)  destine  a 
produire  des  signaux  de  difference  entre  deux  des  signaux  polyphases  provenant  du  circuit  de  detection  de 
position  de  pole  magnetique;  et  le  circuit  additionneur  redresseur  a  pour  fonction  de  produite  la  somme 

5  des  parties  positives  ou  negatives  des  signaux  de  difference  provenant  du  circuit  soustracteur. 
8.  Circuit  de  commande  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  revendications  precedentes,  dans  lequei  le  circuit 

(110)  de  detection  de  position  de  pole  magnetique  comporte  plusieurs  dispositifs  convertisseurs  magneto- 
electriques  (1,  2,  3)  montes  sur  un  stator  (10)  du  moteur  et  detectant  un  champ  magnetique  produit  par  un 
aimant  de  rotor  (9)  du  moteur;  et  des  amplificateurs  tampons  (21,  22,  23)  destines  a  amplifier  les  signaux  de 

10  sortie  des  dispositifs  convertisseurs  magneto-electriques  (1,  2,  3). 
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